Washington D.C. proved to be a great setting for the 29th annual SITE conference! Highlights from SITE 2018 included engaging keynotes and invited speakers, quality presentations and poster sessions, award-winning research papers, and valuable time spent networking with colleagues from around the world. We hope you find these conference proceedings useful as you revisit topics of interest that will contribute to your research and work in technology and teacher education.

We continue to celebrate the diversity of thought and expertise that is shared at the SITE conference. SITE 2018 attracted participants from 42 countries. SITE is an extraordinary venue because it allows us to broaden our perspectives and disseminate innovative ideas with colleagues from all over the world.

It was an honor to recognize two of our long-time members for their distinguished service to SITE. Leping Liu and David Gibson received the Outstanding Service Award in recognition of their many contributions to SITE. This year, Leping and David will be editing the 10th edition of the book, Research Highlights in Technology and Teacher Education. Their remarkable and tireless efforts with this task made it easy to recognize them with this award. Thank you, Leping and David!

Remember to stay connected to SITE throughout the year! We hope you were able to join at least one Special Interest Group (SIG), with the purpose of staying connected to people with similar teaching and research interests all year. Help your SIG stay active in between conferences by volunteering to participate in activities sponsored by the SIG. We are always looking for more SIG members who are willing to assist with conference planning, review paper proposals, and share professional development expertise. Give back to SITE by serving in some capacity to make us stronger collectively as an organization.

We will be celebrating SITE’s 30th anniversary in Las Vegas, NV from March 18-22, 2019. Mark your calendars now for this very special edition of the SITE conference – you won’t want to miss it! Thank you for sharing your work in these proceedings and enjoy reading the efforts of your colleagues. We look forward to seeing you in Vegas in 2019!
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